Cochlear aqueduct radiographic anatomy in temporal bone preparations and in sudden hearing loss.
Sudden sensorineural hearing loss appears to have many possible etiologic factors. Shea has presented work indicating that a large cochlear aqueduct (CA) is frequently present on the side of an idiopathic sudden sensorineural hearing loss (ISHL). However, Valvassori, on performing temporal bone tomographic studies on several hundred patients complaining of ISHL, has not found enlargement of the CA in a statistically significant number of these cases. In an attempt to resolve this discrepancy, a single blind study was performed utilizing temporal bone polytomography to evaluate the presence or absence of the CA in 22 adult patients. One-half of these patients had a history of ISHL, while the remaining patients had other complaints as an indication for tomography. In all cases, the CA was identified. The CA was felt to be enlarged in 1 patient suffering from ISHL, in the nonaffected ear of 1 patient with unilateral ISHL, and in 2 control patients. There was, therefore, no positive correlation between CA enlargement and the occurrence of ISHL. In order to further elucidate the radiologic anatomy of the CA, 9 pairs of adult temporal bones removed at autopsy were studied by polytomography after cannulation and injection of radiopaque material. Measurements of the dimensions of the CA and its radiographic anatomy are discussed and compared to measurements obtained from histopathologic evaluation of the temporal bone.